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Marx -- Biographical I

• Born Trier 1818



Marx – Biographical II

• University educated - philosophy/law/history
• Strongly influenced by circle of intellectuals 

around university – “Young Hegelians”
• Worked as journalist/newspaper-magazine 

editor/writer
• Left Europe for England in late 1840s due to 

political pressure
• Supported by friend/collaborator Friedrich 

Engels for much of his adult life



Marx – Biographical III

• Died, London, 1883.



Obituary New York Times



Marxism and Capitalism

• Q. What is the difference, comrade, between 
Communism and capitalism? 

• A. Under capitalism, man exploits man. Under 
Communism, the situation is reversed.



Two Marx’s

• Debate about the distinction
• Early/Young Marx (pre 1848)

– Humanisitic
– “Alienation”
– Main Works

• Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844
• Theses on Feuerbach (1845)
• [A Critique of] German Ideology (1845-6)

• Later Marx
– Political
– “Revolution” 
– Main Works

• Communist Manifesto (1848)
• Das Kapital (1867-)



Alienation
• Definition : separation within a person of things that ought to be 

connected, especially a loss of control over aspects of one's life. 
• Capitalist working conditions alienate labor 
• Cash wages dehumanize product of labor
• German word is Entfremdung, "estrangement." 
• Source: "Estranged Labour" from the Economic and Philosophic 

Manuscripts of 1844.
• In other words…

– Least human when doing what is only human, most human when doing what 
we have in common with animals

– Separating worker from creation
– Worker as mere appendage of machine
– Porn Example
– Flight attendants and cashiers
– Grades
– Yard sales



Materialism

• Definition : only matter/stuff exists, 
mind/ideas/consciousness are not “real” 

• In Marx, it’s opposed to the idealism of Hegel, the 
dominant philosopher at the time.  Idealism 
holds that the ultimate reality depends on the 
mind.  

• Hegel – Zeitgeist, the spirit of a time.  History 
flows from changes in the dominant ideas of an 
age.

• Marx is said to have “stood Hegel on his head”



Idealism-Materialism



Ideology

• Material conditions – social location –
determines thought

• Ideas serve material interest



Dominant Ideology Thesis

The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch 
the ruling ideas, i.e. the class which is the ruling 
material force of society, is at the same time its 
ruling intellectual force.

The German Ideology (1845).

http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1845/german-ideology/ch01b.htm%7C�


Dialectic

• General Idea
1. Nothing is fixed and permanent

2. Everything consists of opposing forces/sides or 
contradictions

3. Balances shift and sometimes one overcomes 
other (crossing threshold or tipping point, 
quantitative change leads to qualitative change).

4. Result is new reality with new internal 
contradictions (spirals not circles)



Dialectic

• Thesis – Antithesis - Synthesis

• Hegelian dialectic is about the evolution of 
ideas.

• Marxian dialectic is about the evolution of 
social organization



Dialectic



Historical Materialism

“The history of all hitherto existing society is 
the history of class struggles.”

Communist Manifesto

• Two classes
– proletariat (workers)
– bourgeoisie (capitalists)



But what is “class”?

• For Marx, it is economic position vis a vis
the MEANS OF PRODUCTION



Class Consciousness

• Eventually members of a social class recognize 
their common interest.  They shift from being 
a class in-itself to being a class for-itself.

• False consciousness – seeing the world 
through a lens that is convenient to other 
classes – can stand in the way of (critical) class 
consciousness.







Another joke…
• Student asks his principal, "Where is my teacher?".

"Citywide layoffs", replies the principal.

"My text books?" asks the student.

"State austerity plan", says the principal.

"Student loan?" continues the student.

"Federal budget cuts", says the principal.

Finally, exasperated, student asks, "But how am I going to get an 
education?".

To which the equally exasperated principal replies, "This is your 
education".



Obituary New York Times Sep 6, 1871
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